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Rising Sign is in 06 Degrees Sagittarius
You are known for being open, frank, outgoing and honest. At times, though, you are also blunt and quite in-
discreet. Others have to learn not to take everything you say personally, because you usually do not mean any 
harm. You appreciate living your life in a straightforward and simple manner -- you dislike social niceties and 
consider them to be hindrances to real communication. You have lots and lots of energy and tend to become 
quite restless if you feel confined. You demand the freedom to do as you choose -- you must be self- directed 
or you feel trapped and anxious. With your abundant energy, you enjoy being outdoors, and you should be at-
tracted to physical exercise or to those forms of sport which can help you burn off some of that excess energy. 
Very gregarious, you love to socialize -- your innate enthusiasm livens up any gathering.

Sun is in 05 Degrees Sagittarius.
Very fun-loving, spirited and energetic, you have a huge reservoir of physical energy within you that needs to 
be released. As such, exercise or sports are very important to you. Quite gregarious, you enjoy being with other 
people, but you tend to avoid emotionally restrictive or intimate relationships. Constantly curious about the 
broader issues of life, you may at times be quite careless and sloppy about details -- you tend to leap to conclu-
sions before all the facts are in. An avid reader, you are totally enthusiastic about any given subject should it 
interest you. You are known for being idealistic, generous, sociable, cheerful and very positive!

Moon is in 11 Degrees Scorpio.
Your feelings are very intense, never superficial. You tend to be either very angry or very sad or completely and 
totally happy. Your moods are deep, extreme and not always completely understood by yourself or by those with 
whom you have to deal. Emotionally, you tend to prefer to live at the cutting edge of life, pushing your reactions 
to the ultimate extremes, even if the results are dangerous or upsetting. You are easily jealous and very suspi-
cious -- you require a great deal of emotional reassurance. A good detective, you are very curious about deep and 
mysterious things, especially human nature and motivations. Be careful not to be ruthless, tactless or too overly 
frank or you will meet with much resistance from others.

Mercury is in 15 Degrees Scorpio.
You are a born investigator. You are fascinated by secrets and mysteries and unanswered questions of any kind. 
When you become upset or angry, your emotional reactions are overpowering -- reason and logic disappear in 
an uncontrollable passionate outburst. You tend to keep your thoughts secret and bottled up and this makes oth-
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ers regard you with suspicion. It is not that you are trying purposely to be evasive, it is just that you would rather 
not deal with the explosions and hassles that often occur when you reveal your true feelings and opinions. Your 
sense of humor tends toward sarcasm and irony.

Venus is in 01 Degrees Scorpio.
Your feelings about others are deep, powerful, intense and complex. When you like someone, you do so totally 
and obsessively if you do not like someone, they do not exist. Your faithfulness and loyalty to your lover is un-
questioned, indeed at times it is too much so -- you get so possessive that you almost smother your partner. At 
times, your feelings are kept deep within you and, because they are so complex and intense, they frighten you 
-- this is the way that you try to ignore them. But the more you try to do this, the more explosive things get when 
you eventually do express them.

Mars is in 04 Degrees Scorpio.
Your likes and dislikes are strong and intense, never casual or superficial. You are known for your persistence 
and willful obsession. Once you have decided on a course of action, you are unstoppable. Your emotional ac-
tions tend to be extreme, although you try to keep them muted. You are not quick to anger, you do slow burns. 
And you tend to release your anger as sarcasm or irony. Beware of your tendency to hold grudges and to be 
vengeful. When you do fight, or release your internal tensions, you do so body and soul -- you become totally 
passionate and your outbursts are awesome to behold.

Jupiter is in 07 Degrees Taurus.
Growth only occurs for you after you have found a stable lifestyle and a dependable, protective and secure en-
vironment. You are at your best when those around you provide you with a great deal of affection and support. 
When you feel insecure or threatened, you tend to become possessive and grasping and self- indulgent. You are 
an inveterate collector with an expensive preference for all the good things that life has to offer.

Saturn is in 09 Degrees Taurus.
Complete freedom of choice makes you ill at ease. You must have a firm, ordered, secure foundation in your life 
in order to feel comfortable. You do not adapt easily and tend to fear the new and untried. You constantly fear 
that you do not have enough (love, property, material things, etc.) and this makes you tend toward being selfish, 
withdrawn and stingy. If you try to surround yourself with supportive people in your environment, you will 
become more emotionally self-supporting.

Uranus is in 23 Degrees Taurus.
You, and your peers as well, suffer from the tension of trying to have as much freedom as you possibly can and 
at the same time trying to maintain your stable lifestyle. The solutions that you propose to these issues are quite 
unique and bizarre even, and may shock even yourself.

Neptune is in 27 Degrees Virgo.
You tend to be very fearful of anything that would force you out of the protective shell of your everyday routines. 
You place a high premium on personal pride in productivity and craftsmanship. But in your search for perfec-
tion in minor details, you sometimes lose track of the overall purpose of life.

N. Node is in 09 Degrees Libra.
You find it very difficult to be comfortable being alone -- you would much prefer to be in an environment where 
many people are working together toward common goals. Your charming and sincere approach to others as-
sures your popularity -- you have the gift of being able to ease tensions just by your mere presence. You’re the 
perfect “team player” willing to sacrifice your own importance so that the group goal can be accomplished. Be 
careful, however, not to become overly dependent on your interactions with others -- you have personal private 
needs that should not be neglected. 


